Day Two Wrap Up

Josephine Ippe, Global Nutrition Cluster Coordinator
Country request for support needs to move the needle on integration

- **Development** of an integrated response plan
- **Advocacy (comprehensive)**
  - Integrated response
  - Funding
  - Understating and capacity
- **Continuous follow up, monitoring and support**
- **Integration as a standing agenda** at country and Global level
- **Documentation** of lessons learnt and development guidance for scale up efforts
Country request for support needs to move the needle on integration

- Increased partners **capacity and experience**
- Development of an **accountability framework and monitoring framework**.
- Address **systems/tools limitations** to enable **multi-sectoral HRP**.
- Facilitation of the **inter-cluster workshop** on the joint programming
- **GNC partners reflection and outreach** on join programme
Forgotten/Protracted Crises

- Recast the narrative
- More *advocacy and framing and communicating* the narrative
- *Documentation* of good practices
- Engaging *with partners at different levels*
- *Communication tools*
- *Readiness plan as the ECHO funding* draws to an end (Niger)
Crisis in the spotlight

- What can GNC partners do to maintain interest?
  - More advocacy and focus on preventing crises – integration and preparedness
- Influence political and development discussion at global level
- Entry point to accessing development fund
- Sustained and consistent support from GNC to countries
- Reflect on how we have been responding – be active rather than reactive
HD Nexus

- Linkage with IASC Task Group
- Advocate for one nutrition plan of action that includes planning, assessment, capacity to response
- National costed plans, preparedness, stunting and wasting as outcome indicators in HRP and plans
- Better engagement with multi-year planning
- Rethink planning process as this perpetuates the divide
- SGG – Country specific GNC recommendation to be share with those attending
- Tracking of GNO to bring preparedness aspect
HD Nexus

- Build upon ICNWG work to reach out to and engage more with development partners
- Global & regional dialogue by CLA to support national planning outcomes
- National costed plans, preparedness, stunting and wasting at any outcome indicators in HRP and plans
- Positioning of the res- rep-
- Document strong country examples where the linkages are strong (Kenya and Nepal)
- Boundary setting – reconcile the narrative on underlying factor rather than GAM
- Scenario planning, linking funding opportunities in development a bit more
- Investment on the narrative on one Nutrition
Localization

- **Definition of who they are** - local NGO, government and international NGOs

- **Opportunities:**
  - Global level strategic partnerships e.g. with IFRC
  - In Nigeria, strong co-leadership and NGO could be good example
  - CMAM surge model
  - **Capacity building of local NGOs** – longer term and more than technical
  - Cooperation with government
  - Adapt language
  - Look at the **pre-requisites**
  - Plans for **strategic partnership**
Localization

- Way forward:
  - Cooperation with government
  - Adapt language and look at the pre-requisites
  - Plans for strategic partnership
  - Bottom-up health service planning
  - Better understanding and better definition of local needs, actions and capacities
Localization

- Support from GNC:
  - Set **clear objectives** on where we would like to go
  - **Concrete engagement** with local actors and partners
  - **Strategy collaboration**
  - **Fundraising** including country level appeal
  - Different approaches for **strategic capacity building**
  - **Risk transfer** – from donor if the local NGOs are not adhering to the Humanitarian Principles
  - **Mushrooming of local NGOs** – vetting and prioritization
  - **Partnerships** between internal and national NGOs – what does it mean – modalities
CASH

- What we know – mixed results
- Need to look at **what is being measured**
- **Cash not the only solution nor to replace** services
- **Coordination of various studies** and bringing them together
- **Position paper** (what do we know, what works and clarity in priorities)
- Opportunity – **Paris meeting**
- **Be cautious** – Health has good representation at country level
- How to nutrition **safe guide service deliver**
CASH

- Engagement with existing working from in OCHA, Food security etc.
- Research opportunities
- **Map working group**, where it makes sense, look at CaLP resources
- **Capacity within Nutrition for CASH**, seconding?
- How cash can be situated with technical NiE – finding a role-home for the conversation
- Questions to answer.
Integrated Response

- Clear vision on definition

- Way forward:
  - Clarity in shared outcome – SDG, national plans; what is being done – evidence and to be shared
  - Area response or convergence - definition of activities everyone need to do
  - High level position paper for comment
  - Building evidence and good examples – how does it look like
  - Review of national Nutrition plans and HRP to see who they are helping
  - Dedicated support to the ICWG
Integrated Response

- Support from GNC:
  - Clarify terminology
  - Strategic outreach to other clusters to establish common outcomes
  - Develop an integrated approach within respective systems

1) Added work to ICNWG and the need to dedicate personal and group staking on difference tasks

2) Is the group and going beyond Humanitarian?
Technical Advisory Body

- **Key strategic issues:**
  - Resources/funding/staffing – look at different options leveraging existing mechanisms e.g Tech RRT, Help Desk, link with SUN
  - Define linkages with other mechanisms
  - Prioritize existing technical gaps

- **Areas to improve:**
  - Clarity on areas that can lead to possible duplication
  - Knowledge management
  - Clarity on the terminologies
  - Define mechanism for filtering technical issues
  - Build quality assurance mechanisms

- **Follow up with NCCs on linkages with country TWG**

- **Use evidence from ENN’s documentation on the development of interim/operational guidance**

- **NTTF to take forward to comments/feedback from the GNC meeting**

- **Agencies/persons interested to join the NTTF to contact GNC-CT or CLA.**
Technical RRT

- **Integrated response** – technical expertise to support Nutrition sensitive outcome??
- Other areas of **deployment in terms of expertise - diversify**
- Areas of **preparedness, advocacy and accountability of development partner** – support to IFRC

- **Housing and scope** of support -
- **TA from e.g. MQSUN and drawing on that resource from Dev**
- **Consultation on deployment based on in country** need
- **Follow up** but possibly remotely, combination
- **Cost recovery** – complicated - needs to be accessible
How to move forward the Implementation of the GNC WP and Fund Raising

Outreach to partners on leadership for implementation

Discussion on fundraising

- Existing donors
- New Donors
- Linkage with MQSUN for technical support
- Integration work of the ICNW and additional funding requirement

We have a Gap of 4.4 Million USD!!

Remember - We have only 2 GNC-CT staff and 4 RRTs (not even sure they will be there) to coordinate all these!!